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You know that too? You’re surfing the internet and encounter a page with articles, that tell travel
related inspirational stories so well, that you want to go there now! Immediately! In this article I want
to track down these kind of pages and pass them on to you.
Don’t worry Just travel’s goal is to give you all the information to a certain travel destination, so you
just need to print out the article and you’re ready to go. But I think, that not each of my articles will
blow you away because of its travel inspiration! That’s why I present you such sites – that do the job
in my opinion – here as an addition to my blog.
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Migrationology
I seriously don’t know anyone else who can create such an excitement around food! Mark lives for it,
I don’t doubt it a second! And his biggest paradise is Thailand with all his yummy Thai food! Also
watch his food videos. It will make your mouth water or at least bring a smile to your face.

Legal Nomads
Jodi, a former lawyer – hence the blog’s name – started travelling in 2008 and, like many, couldn’t
stop. So now she blogs about food and travel providing her readers inspirational stories along the
way. I discovered her blog, when I was looking for information about Bagan and also carry a whistle
in my regular travel luggage because of her advise.

Time travel turtle
I must admit, I like their logo and their report of swimming with turtles and many other travel reports
they publish. They also take care in having titles making you curious like “The panoramic
kaleidoscope” referring to a location in Chile, that I also wrote about.

That backpacker
Audrey Bergner brings her travel stories across in a warm and personal way, combined with useful
tipps. I liked the stories about Israel and learned, that, if I ever go there, it will be expensive.

A dangerous business

Secret agent Amanda is pursuing her dangerous business, but luckily for you, she does not keep all of
it a secret! I find it most inspiring to delve into her US travel stories, but she covers many other
destinations as well.

Wandering Earl
is another blogger, you just can’t ignore. According to his website counter he is already on the road
for more than 5000 days. He’s probably also one of the few bloggers ever kidnapped according to his
blog. And besides the inspiring stories he also offers travel tours lead by him.

Otts World
Many destinations have already been explored by Sherry. And she likes photography. So you will be
inspired by the mix of photos and travel stories. And she has been to Mongolia. A destination I still
want to explore despite the bad developments in Ulan Bataar, as she reports.

YTravel
have a really professional blog with great pictures. Under travel pinspiration they focus on mixing
high quality pictures from Pinterest, I suppose, with inspirational quotes. And because they have
travelled to many places you can be sure to find many good ideas here for your own travel plans.

Leave your daily hell
This blog has one of the best domain names I know! It really brings it to the point. Other than that he
really brings his travel inspiration across with lots of pictures and travel advice.

Dave’s travel corner
When I entered the site, the worn out shoes in the title caption caught my attention first. Good idea to
bring the subject of travel across! There are a lot of inspiring stories on there plus you can see, how
he got kissed by two sea lions.

One of my most inspiring articles is Vietnam Top 5.
Dont worry Just travel has a monthly newsletter bringing all our best
stories and more right to your Inbox. Subscribe here (free of charge)!
?
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Charles Rahm 28/03/2014 | 2:05

Hello Yenny,

you’re welcome!
Reply
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Yenny 28/03/2014 | 12:22
The internet is such a vast place to find particular things I want to read about easily. So thanks for
listing down these options! Will definitely check it out, especially that Leave Your Daily Hell site. :))
Reply
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Charles Rahm 18/03/2014 | 11:12
Dear Sherry,
You’re welcome.
And thanks. Yes, I have to see Mongolia. It fascinates. But no plans yet, when!
Reply
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Charles Rahm 18/03/2014 | 11:10
Dear Colin,
Seems like we have one more fan for the turtle site. Hope you don’t forget my blog.
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Charles Rahm 18/03/2014 | 11:09

Dear Turtle,

You’re welcome!
Reply
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Sherry 18/03/2014 | 2:39
Thanks for including me in the list! I hope you make it to Mongolia soon!
Reply
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ColinSharkey 17/03/2014 | 2:36
Super list of resources, thanks for the share. Especially loved time travel turtle by Michael Turtle.
Reply
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Turtle 17/03/2014 | 6:33

Thanks for including Time Travel Turtle – I’m so pleased you like the logo too!

